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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a cost effective,
hybrid energy harvesting circuit combining a solar cell and a
rectenna capable to harvest ambient electromagnetic energy.
Electromagnetic analysis is used to model and optimize the de-
signed circuits in order to allow the antenna and solar cell to share
the same area leading to a compact structure. Nonlinear harmonic
balance optimization is used to maximize the RF-to-DC conversion
efficiency of the rectenna circuitry in the presence of the solar
cell and both wideband and multiband topologies are presented.
Furthermore, a low cost and flexible polyethylene terephthalate
PET substrate and a flexible amorphous silicon solar cell are
chosen, providing for both a low cost and conformal structure. A
prototype able to generate a maximum DC power of 56 mW when
the solar cell is illuminated with solar irradiance,
and a dual band rectenna demonstrating an efficiency of 15%
around 850MHz and 1850 MHz when illuminated by a microwave
signal of available power is presented.

Index Terms—Amorphous a:Si-H solar cell, energy harvesting,
flexible substrate, harmonic balance, PET, rectenna, solar cell.

I. INTRODUCTION

A MBIENT energy harvesting is receiving significant at-
tention due to the recent interest in implementing low

power, energy autonomous sensors. The demand for energy har-
vesting circuits is fueled by the use of wireless sensor nodes and
radio frequency identification (RFID) devices in an increasing
number of applications from logistics, and monitoring, to secu-
rity and healthcare, to name a few [1].
Solar and electromagnetic energy are two of the commonly

referred to ambient energy sources, together with kinetic and
thermal energy [2]. Solar energy appears as the largest source
of ambient energy, provided there is sufficient light. Typical
levels of power that solar cells considered in this work can pro-
vide are in the order of mW when illuminated using the stan-
dard global solar irradiance spectrum corresponding to air mass
1.5 (AM1.5G) [3] and at also known as

. This value quickly drops to uW in cloudy con-
ditions or indoor environments. Thin film solar cells such as
hydrogenated amorphous silicon a-Si:H solar cells are second
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generation solar cells able to demonstrate a maximum solar to
electric power conversion efficiencies in the order of 10% [4],
under 1 sun illumination. The present challenge for third gener-
ation solar cells consists of increasing the power conversion ef-
ficiency while maintaining a low cost associated with materials
and fabrication [5]. In addition to research efforts towards devel-
oping low cost and efficient solar cells, significant efforts have
focused on low power DC/DC converter systems with max-
imum power point tracking (MPPT) capability necessary to op-
timize the performance of solar harvesting systems [6]–[8].
Ambient electromagnetic (EM) power is available in signif-

icantly lower levels relative to solar power. Measured results
have reported maximum values in the order of
[9], [10]. On the other hand, the use of EM-to-DC power con-
version circuits or rectennas [11] additionally allows for wire-
less power transmission, the capability to intentionally power a
sensor device using a dedicated low cost transmitter [12]. Fur-
thermore, the utilization of electromagnetic energy harvesters
is supported by the fact that sensors typically operate in a wire-
less environment and scenario, which means that they require
the use of antennas. These antennas could be used not only for
communications purposes but also for EM energy harvesting.
As a result, EM energy harvesters have also enjoyed increased
interest in the recent years [13].
Due to the limited and variable nature of ambient energy

sources, hybrid harvesting systems are needed in order to pro-
vide sufficient energy required to power sensor circuitry [14].
The possibility of integrating solar cells with antenna radiators
sharing the same area without degrading the solar cell efficiency
or the antenna radiation efficiencywas initially proposed by [15]
for micro-satellites, and subsequently further developed by [16],
[17]. Recently, the possibility of implementing conformal cir-
cuits was demonstrated by implementing a solar antenna inte-
grating flexible amorphous silicon solar cells and a textile an-
tenna [18]. The interest in energy harvesting circuits provides an
additional motivation for implementing flexible, low cost and
compact hybrid solar—electromagnetic harvester circuits and
this is the object of this work.
Micro-power rectifier circuits based on diode voltage multi-

pliers such as the Greinacher circuit have been extensively in-
vestigated in the literature [19], [20]. The presented work in-
stead focuses on the joint nonlinear and electromagnetic opti-
mization of the input matching network and load of a single
diode rectifier circuit for low input available power demon-
strating dual band and wideband performance and utilizing low
cost flexible substrate materials such as PET.
The level of harvested power from EM energy harvesters is in

the order of uW. The solar antenna power levels are in the order
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of mW under full light condition but this value drops quickly
under cloudy conditions or in indoor environments. Considering
these power levels, the targeted application scenario is for sys-
tems that require very low operating duty cycles such as sen-
sors for structural monitoring, as well as for future nanowatt
technologies where sensors and devices will have very low con-
sumption leading to nanowatt systems. The development of an
hybrid solar/EM harvester is justified in applications where the
presence of sufficient energy from a single energy source cannot
be ensured. Even though this work focuses on low power EM
harvesting it could also be used when intentionally transmitted
EM signals of higher power (wireless power transmission) are
employed.
Preliminary results of this work have been presented in [21]

where a dual band solar-rectenna prototype has been demon-
strated. The work presented in this paper contains a more de-
tailed analysis of the nonlinear optimization of the flexible rec-
tifier circuit including multiband and wideband designs, addi-
tional simulations and measurements of the solar antenna on
flexible substrate, as well as measurements of the joint perfor-
mance of the rectenna and solar cell in the presence of both EM
and solar energy.
In Section II the integration of an amorphous silicon flexible

solar cell with a broadband monopole antenna on a low cost,
flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate is presented.
In Section III, combined EM and harmonic balance simulation
is used to optimize the rectenna efficiency in the presence of the
solar cell and broadband and multi-band designs are compared.
In Section IV the final design of a flexible hybrid solar rectenna
prototype is presented and simulation is compared with mea-
surements.

II. SOLAR RADIATING ELEMENT DESIGN

The designed hybrid solar/EM energy harvester is formed by
a rectenna element used for EM energy harvesting and a solar
cell. The first step consists of designing a broadband antenna
with a solar cell integrated on top of the radiating surface. The
proposed structure allows for a compact implementation as both
the radiating element and the solar cell module share the same
area. The antenna is designed and implemented in flexible poly-
ethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate that permits a conformal
implementation. Furthermore, the selected solar cell is a flex-
ible thin-film solar cell in order to preserve the flexibility of the
hybrid solar/EM harvester.

A. Broadband Antenna Design

The selected antenna topology is a broadband printed
monopole antenna fabricated using PET substrate (Akaflex
PCL) of thickness and with a copper layer of .
The dielectric permittivity of the substrate is 3.3 and the loss
tangent 0.08. In order to overcome fabrication limitations when
using microstrip technology, a coplanar waveguide (CPW)
implementation is selected. Furthermore, the use of a single
conductive layer required by the CPW implementation does
not limit the flexibility of the substrate, in contrast to the case
of microstrip technology where two metal layers are necessary.
The broadband monopole has a circular base and a centered

feed line (Fig. 1). For the selected CPW technology, the input

Fig. 1. Photo of the prototype showing the broadband monopole antenna on
flexible PET substrate with the solar cell placed on top. One terminal of the
solar cell is then connected to the conductor of the monopole antenna and the
other terminal to the DC interconnecting line.

line is designed to present 50 Ohm which led to the middle
conductor line to have 4.6 mm width and the gap between the
conductor line and the ground planes to be 0.12 mm (Fig. 1).
The antenna is optimized using Ansys HFSS software aiming
at minimizing its size by eliminating the metal areas where the
current distribution is weaker and thus have less effect on the
overall antenna impedance and radiation pattern performance.
Additionally, the location of a metal line subsequently used as
a DC terminal for the solar cell was also optimized in order not
to affect the antenna performance (Fig. 1). It was found by EM
simulation that the top part of the monopole was the least sen-
sitive location to connect the solar cell DC terminal line.
The antenna was designed to cover the frequency band ex-

tending from 800 MHz to 6 GHz, in order to be suitable for
its integration in a variety of EM energy harvesters aiming at
different frequency bands corresponding to existing communi-
cation standards (GSM-850 MHz, GSM-1900 MHz, ISM 2.45
GHz, ISM 5.8 GHz). The antenna was fabricated using a laser
prototyping process in order to etch the PET substrate. Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b) show simulations and measurements of the input S-pa-
rameters of the designed broadband antenna. One can see that
the antenna is matched to 50 Ohms from approximately 800
MHz and extends beyond 6 GHz.
The setup used for measuring the broadband antenna is

shown in Fig. 3. The measured radiation patterns of the broad-
band antenna for selected frequencies (0.85 GHz, 1.85 GHz
and 2.45 GHz) are shown in Figs. 4–6. Simulated and measured
values of the antenna gain versus frequency are shown in Table I
and Fig. 7, where one can see that the measurement curves are
slightly shifted to lower frequency values in comparison with
the simulated curves.

B. Solar Cell Model and Solar Antenna Design

The selected solar cell is a commercially available flexible
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cell (Fig. 8). The
impact that the solar cell has on the antenna is expected to be
minimum due to the very small thickness of its material layers
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Fig. 2. Input S-parameters of the broadband antenna element (a) Simulated
results with and without the integration of the solar cell (b) Measurement results
with and without the integration of the solar cell.

Fig. 3. Set-up used for the measurement of the radiation patterns.

as shown in Fig. 8(a). In order to demonstrate this fact, the cell
structure was introduced in Ansys HFSS (Fig. 8(b)). The solar
cell layer structure that was used was similar to the one proposed
in [17] modified according to the specifications of the purchased
cell and can be seen in Fig. 8(a). Light enters the cell through
the top transparent conductive layer of ZnO. It then reaches the
p-i-n junction where the photo-generation is produced [22]. A
reflective back contact formed by a combination of a metal layer
(aluminium:Al or silver:Ag) and ZnO is used to obtain high re-
flectivity properties. The bottom layer corresponds to a flexible
layer of polyamide substrate.

Fig. 4. Measured gain radiation patterns of the broadband antenna with and
without the integration of the solar cell for 0.85 GHz.

In order to minimize the computational load and reduce the
simulation time, the only layers considered in the electromag-
netic simulation were the substrate polyamide layer because it
is the thickest layer in the solar cell structure and the Al layer,
as its reflective properties may have a potential impact on the
broadband antenna performance. Preliminary simulations in-
cluding also the Ag layer showed that its effect can be neglected
(Fig. 2(a) and Table I).
The current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the solar cell is

measured for the global AM1.5 conditions that assume direct
sunlight irradiation of [5]. The measurements
(Fig. 9) show an open circuit voltage of , a short
circuit current of and a maximum power point
corresponding to and .
The selected solar cell was attached to the antenna element

using a double-sided glued tape. One terminal of the solar cell
is then connected to the conductor of the monopole antenna and
the other terminal to the DC terminal line. The simulated and
measured input S-parameters of the solar antenna are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). One can see that the solar cell has little
effect on the antenna input impedance. Slight differences in the
measured S-parameters of Fig. 2(b) between the antenna and the
solar antenna in are attributed to the layer of glue used to stick
the solar cell on the surface of the antenna.
The measured radiation patterns of the antenna with and

without the solar cell for different frequencies of the antenna
band, are shown in Figs. 4–6. One can see that depending on
the frequency the solar cell has some effect on the antenna
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Fig. 5. Measured gain radiation patterns of the broadband antenna with and
without the integration of the solar cell for 1.85 GHz.

gain, and may also lead to an increase in the cross-polarization
levels. The slight shifting of the radiation patterns (Figs. 4–6) of
the solar antenna in comparison with the antenna element alone
are attributed to the DC cables connecting the positive and
negative terminal of the solar cell to the antenna surface and
to the DC interconnection line (Fig. 1). Furthermore, Table I
and Fig. 7 show the performance of the broadband antenna in
terms of gain with and without the integration of the solar cell.
In the considered case a single solar cell was placed on top
of the antenna radiating structure. It is also possible to cover
the complete area of the radiating structure with solar cells
that maybe connected in series or parallel [15]. In order to do
so one has to carefully place the adequate diodes to avoid the
problem of reverse currents when there is a mismatch either
in the current or the voltage values of the different connected
solar cells.

III. OPTIMIZED DESIGN OF RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

The amount of DC output power that can be obtained from the
EM energy harvester directly depends on the RF-to-DC conver-
sion efficiency of the rectifier circuit. It is therefore necessary
to maximize the rectifier efficiency at the desired frequencies of
operation. Towards this goal it is important to be able to take
into account in the optimization setup both the properties of the
antenna element that is used to capture the EM signals as well as
the matching network placed between the antenna element and
the rectifier circuit in order to maximize the transfer of power.

Fig. 6. Measured gain radiation patterns of the broadband antenna with and
without the integration of the solar cell for 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 7. Broadband monopole antenna gain along the frequency band with and
without the integration of the solar cell.

In order to be able to make a joint simulation of the antenna
plus rectifier circuit the Thevenin equivalent of the antenna
in the receiving mode was used (Fig. 10) [23]. The Thevenin
equivalent represents the antenna as an impedance element
in series with an open circuit voltage source which can
be calculated using reciprocity theory [24] as

(1)

(2)
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TABLE I
ANTENNA GAIN.

Fig. 8. Solar cell: (a) Model layer structure (b) Ansys HFSS solar cell layout
(c) Photo of flexible thin-film solar cell.

Fig. 9. Measured solar cell I-V characteristic.

where is the far-field electric vector when the antenna
is considered in the transmitting mode, assuming a unit current
excitation in its port, is the electric field of an incoming plane
wave referenced to the center of the antenna, is the magnitude
of the Poynting vector of the plane wave, and the
wave impedance of free space. Alternatively, a dual formulation
based on the Norton equivalent circuit can be used [23].
The above theory was used in [25] to compute the RF-to-DC

conversion efficiency of the rectenna as

(3)

(4)

Fig. 10. Schematic used for the joint optimization of the rectenna element.

where is the available RF power, and is the complex
antenna impedance (Fig. 10) and indicates real part.
Based on the schematic of Fig. 10, Agilent ADS harmonic

balance optimization is used to maximize the RF to DC con-
version efficiency in (3), by imposing a suitable goal on
its minimum value for the desired frequency range. The opti-
mization parameters are the matching network element values

(Fig. 10) and the rectifier load (Fig. 10). By
means of an iterative process this minimum value of is
increased until the optimization process reaches the maximum
achievable limit for . The impedance of the antenna
element is included in the Agilent ADS simulation using an
S-parameter block with the simulation results from Ansys
HFSS.
The Skyworks SMS7630 Schottky low barrier diode was

used to implement the rectifier circuit. This device presents a
low threshold voltage of 135 mV. A simple envelope detector
consisting of a series diode and a shunt capacitor was used as
it was found that this topology leads to higher conversion effi-
ciency compared to multi-stage diode topologies for low input
power levels such as ambient EM power [25]. The efficiency
of multi-stage diode rectifiers can be further optimized at low
available input power if one is able to control the diode device
parameters such as by employing an integrated circuit process
[20].
Using the proposed optimization technique, different recti-

fier structures were designed in order to select the one that leads
to an optimum performance of the solar rectenna element. The
difference between the designed rectifiers is mainly the selected
matching network between the antenna and the rectifying ele-
ment and the load of the rectifier circuit. The selected available
input power level assumed in Fig. 10 to optimize the per-
formance of the rectifiers is .

A. Broadband Rectifier Circuit From 800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

The first rectifier considered is a broadband rectifier that is
able to convert incoming EM signals from 800 MHz to 2.5 GHz
to DC power. Using the proposed optimization technique the
following goal is introduced in the simulation set-up:

(5)

In order to fulfill this goal the parameters of the matching
network between the antenna and the rectifier circuit are
optimized. The resulting network is a dual section stepped
impedance broadband network (Fig. 11) that covers the com-
plete frequency band and that presents the adequate impedance
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Fig. 11. Broadband rectifier from 800 MHz to 2.5 GHz (a) Schematic of the
designed rectifier (b) Simulated RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of the broad-
band rectifier circuit.

to allow the maximum RF-to-DC conversion efficiency. The
RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of this design is shown in
Fig. 11. The broadband nature of the matching network implies
a limit in the minimum achievable magnitude of the reflection
coefficient [26]. This limit together with losses associated to
the matching network components lead to a reduced RF-to-DC
conversion efficiency as can be seen in Fig. 11. The maximum
achievable value was around .

B. Dual-Band Rectifier Circuits
The alternative to achieve higher RF-to-DC conversion ef-

ficiency is to design multiband rectifier circuits that have an
optimized value of RF-to-DC conversion efficiency at selected
smaller frequency bands. Two different dual band designs were
done, one for GSM-850 and GSM-1900 and a second one for
GSM-850 and ISM band at 2.45 GHz.
The optimized design of the dual band rectifiers requires im-

posing simultaneously two different goals on the RF-to-DC con-
version efficiency (6), one for each of the selected frequency
bands

(6)

or

The selected matching network topology for the dual band
designs was formed by stepped impedance transmission lines
and two short circuit parallel stubs (Fig. 12). Again the values
of the matching network parameters are optimized to fulfill the
goals in (6) resulting in the CPW matching networks of Fig. 12.
The final values of Lg, L, C and for the three rectifier designs
are shown in Table II.
In these two designs the resulting matching networks are

dual-band matching networks with improved quality factor
with respect to the broadband design which is reflected in an
improvement of the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency values.
The implemented and measured dual-band rectifier circuits are
shown in Fig. 12.
Figs. 13 and 14 show the results of the RF-to-DC conversion

efficiency for the two dual-band rectifier circuits. The optimized
design of the dual-band rectifier at GSM-850 and GSM-1900 is
able to achieve RF-to-DC conversion efficiencies around 15%
for both frequency bands (Fig. 13). The dual band rectifier at
GSM-850 and ISM 2.45 GHz is able to obtain efficiencies be-
tween 10%–12% (Fig. 14). As the measurements of the rectifier
circuits were performed using a 50 Ohm signal generator with
an available input power of , the simulation results
when substituting the antenna element for a 50 Ohm load have
also been included in the figures to facilitate the comparison of
the results.
It has to be noted that one of the parameters that highly affects

the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency is the output load . There
exists an optimum in order to maximize the efficiency. The
evolution of the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency versus for
the dual-band rectifier GSM-850 and GSM-1900 is shown in
Fig. 15, where one can see that there exists a value of that
lead to maximum efficiency. It has been shown that the optimum
load does not vary versus the amount of input power at the
rectifier [27]. However, it does vary versus frequency [28]. The

value is not the same for 0.85 GHz and 1.85 GHz, so a
tradeoff between the maximum efficiency at 0.85 GHz and at
1.85 GHz has to be considered. For this specific rectifier design
the selected value of was 2.2 KOhm. One can see that even
though the selected was the optimum load for 0.85 GHz,
the at 1.85 GHz is only reduced by 1% in comparison to its
maximum value (Fig. 15).
As stated before the output load of the rectifier was se-

lected to maximize the conversion efficiency and not to match
any specific load corresponding to a desired application. Typi-
cally, after the rectifier circuit, one includes a DC/DC converter
with input impedance equal to in order to preserve the ob-
tained conversion efficiency of the rectifier. The output load
of the DC/DC converter should match that of the selected de-
vice or application.
The results obtained for the previous designs in terms of

RF-to-DC conversion efficiency for low input power levels are
similar to the ones present in the literature [13], which shows
an RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of for input power
levels at 3 GHz. In Fig. 16 one can see the evolu-
tion of the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency for the dual-band
rectifier GSM-850 and GSM-1900 for different available input
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Fig. 12. Implemented dual band rectifiers (a) Dual-band GSM-850 and GSM-1900 rectifier (b) Dual-band GSM-850 and ISM 2.45 GHz rectifier.

TABLE II
MATCHING NETWORK PARAMETERS.

Fig. 13. RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of the dual band rectifier circuit for
GSM-850 and GSM-1900 bands versus frequency.

Fig. 14. RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of the dual band rectifier circuit for
GSM-850 and ISM-2.45 GHz bands versus frequency.

power levels in order to show that for higher input power levels
the efficiency increases up to 40%.

IV. SOLAR RECTENNA PERFORMANCE

In order to implement the final design of the complete
solar rectenna system, the design of the dual band rectifier
at GSM-850 and GSM-1900 was selected as it presents the
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Fig. 15. RF to DC conversion efficiency versus the rectifier load .

Fig. 16. RF to DC conversion efficiency versus the available power at the input
of the rectifier.

highest RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of the three presented
designs.
The complete solar/EM hybrid energy harvester implemented

(Fig. 17) was placed in the anechoic chamber to evaluate the per-
formance of the EM energy harvester with and without the inte-
gration of the solar cell. An RF signal was transmitted towards
the hybrid harvester from a distance of 3.45 m and the obtained
DC voltage at the output of the rectifier circuit was measured.
The results obtained with this measurement setup are shown in
Fig. 18. The low output voltage is due to the low power density
(S) arriving at the rectenna, which results in an available power
less than .
One can see from Fig. 18 that the performance of the EM

energy harvester when integrating the solar cell on top is similar
to the performance without the solar cell. Another parameter
that was considered for this test was the effect of the bending
of the structure on the obtained DC voltage. Two different radii
of curvature R for the structure were considered and

. The performance of the EM harvester was only
slightly affected by the bending of the system showing a robust
structure.
Finally, the performance of the simultaneous operation of the

rectenna and solar cell was evaluated. In order to have suffi-
cient light to excite the solar cell, an outdoor setup was put to-
gether, where a signal generator and an ultra-wideband dipole
were used to transmit an RF signal to the solar-rectenna from a

Fig. 17. Hybrid solar/EM energy harvester implementation.

distance of 70 cm, while the solar cell was illuminated by sun-
light. An irradiance value of was measured using
a solar radiation meter when the solar cell was placed under di-
rect sunlight. It should be noted that the measured irradiance is
very close to the 1 sun value typically used to
evaluate solar cell performance. Under this illumination condi-
tion the solar cell provided an open circuit voltage
and a short circuit current . A second irradi-
ance measurement of was obtained by placing the
solar-rectenna in the shade. In this case an open circuit voltage

and a short circuit current were
measured. The values of open circuit voltage and short circuit
current under both irradiation conditions did not show any vari-
ation while the available RF power at the rectenna input was
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Fig. 18. DC voltage obtained from the EM energy harvester under no solar
irradiance. Evaluation of bending on the rectenna performance.

Fig. 19. DC voltage obtained from the EM energy harvester under solar illu-
mination of the solar cell.

varied from to by adjusting the RF signal
generator power from 0 dBm to 20 dBm. The solar cell DC
output was not affected by the RF power present at the antenna.
The rectenna DC output was recorded while sweeping the RF

signal generator power, for the two solar irradiance conditions
mentioned above. The results are shown in Fig. 19 for RF signal
frequencies of 850 MHz and 1850 MHz corresponding to the
two frequency bands where the rectenna efficiency was opti-
mized. At higher frequency less DC output is obtained due to
the larger propagation loss. The slight variation shown in Fig. 19
between the curves corresponding to a different solar irradiance
was rather attributed to the effect of the test environment in the
transmit antenna and rectenna while setting up the testbed to
permit direct sunlight to reach the solar rectenna or placing the
rectenna under shade, and not to the difference in solar irradi-
ance.
The solar cell and rectenna circuits shared the same DC

ground reference while the output signal from each DC source
was recorded separately. It is the object of future work to design
an efficient DC power combining circuit and interface circuit
forming a complete energy harvesting solution powering a
rechargeable battery or super-capacitor.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the optimized design of a conformal hybrid
solar/EM energy harvester has been presented. A model for the
solar cell used has been proposed and a joint EM simulation
of the solar cell and antenna element has been presented.
Finally a method to obtain an optimized design of the EM
energy harvester that allows a joint simulation of the radiating
element and the rectifier circuit using reciprocity theory has
been proposed and used to design several rectifier circuits.
Final implementation of the optimum hybrid harvester design
has been done showing good performance.
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